Introduction
The Human Genome Project has led to a significant increase in the number of biological analytes. It has also provided us with a reason for the development of new technologies to systematically characterize the specific molecular interactions. Recently, micro total analysis system (m-TAS) and lab-on-achip (LOC) technologies have been applied to a broader scope for efficient molecular biological analyses and medical diagnoses. [1] [2] [3] [4] In addition, active technologies, which are employed to actively move and concentrate the analyte at selected locations inside LOC and m-TAS by applying external forces through capillarity, 5 electric field, 6 hydrodynamics, 7 etc., have been also developed for enhancing molecular interactions, hybridization and separation. In this paper, we describe a novel active technology for the isolated and electrophoretic manipulation of charged biomolecules (fluorescent DNA in this study) inside a selected microscopic location. A schematic representation of the test device is shown in Fig. 1 . Each microscopic location, referred to as a functional unit, comprises a centre electrode (CE), or several electrodes depending on the requirements, surrounded by a ring-shaped electrode (RE). A polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) microchamber containing microchannels for handling buffers and four counter electrodes for reciprocating the charged molecules can be also seen in Fig. 1 .
The schematic diagrams shown in Fig. 2 depict the operation principle of the EFI. The CEs surrounded by the REs are powered in series by a positive and/or negative DC voltage in order to generate an electric field. Further, each RE can be connected to or disconnected from the ground terminal of a power source using a series of relays to form closed and open states, respectively. As shown in Fig. 2(a Fig. 4(b) . See DOI: 10.1039/b618099j { Currently at Massachusetts Institute of Technology. In order to estimate the feasibility of the EFI, we performed mathematical and experimental studies. The research procedures and results are described in detail in the subsequent sections.
Materials and methods

Simulation
In order to estimate the functionalities of the EFI, the electric potential and electric field characteristics in the vicinity of the electrodes inside the microchamber with a height of 500 mm were mathematically analyzed and compared using the CFD ACE+ commercial analysis codes (ESI group, Paris, France).
Microfabrication
Microchip devices were fabricated on a silicon substrate using standard microelectronics techniques 8 to produce CEs with a diameter of 160 mm, REs with a diameter of 460 mm and width of 30 mm and four counter electrodes with a diameter of 400 mm. Three SU-8 moulds with heights of 80, 250 and 500 mm were also fabricated and utilized in order to prepare different height of microchambers with inlet and outlet channels.
Isolated manipulation in buffer environment
The isolated manipulation was performed with 100 nM fluorescent DNA in 0.56 TBE buffer (0.045 M. Tris-borate, 0.001 M EDTA pH 8.0). 9 Through a silicon tube, an aqueous buffer solution with this DNA was applied to the chip surface. In this experiment, only one RE was connected to the ground terminal of the power source. Another RE was left disconnected and therefore floating with respect to the electrical source. Both the CEs were connected to the electrical source and switched between 1.5 V and 21.5 V. While performing the experiments, all the counter electrodes were connected to the ground terminal of the power source.
Instrumentation
An instrument was built to independently control the electric potentials applied to each electrode on the chip while permitting continuous monitoring of the movement of the fluorescent DNA. A LabVIEW (National Instruments, Austin, TX, USA) virtual instrument interface is used to control the input current of the electrodes generated using PCI-6704 (National Instruments) with pre-programmed patterns through homemade mechanical relays. The electrodes are powered as positive, negative or ground. The fluorescence image is captured using a cooled charge-coupled device (CCD) camera (CoolSNAP fx, Roper Scientific, Palo Alto, CA, USA) and analyzed using ImageJ (http://rsb.info.nih.gov/ij/).
Results and discussions
The electric potential distributions and electric field characteristics of the functional units in different states inside the microchamber are mathematically simulated and compared. In these results, all the CEs are energized at +1.5 V. The equipotential contour and electric field strength around the electrode sets are varied for the number of EFIs between adjacent functional units. The EFIs clearly suppress the equipotential contour and force the electrical field generated by the CE to approach zero at their surface, thereby inhibiting the electrical field from spreading to the neighbouring electrodes (see Fig. 3(b), (c) ). Mathematically, the ground state of the RE represents an additional boundary condition for the solution of Laplace's equation, which is the fundamental differential equation governing the behaviour of electric fields. [10] [11] [12] The inclusion of this additional boundary condition forces the reduction of the electrical potential, and hence the electric field, at the EFI. This effect also extends vertically above the surface of the electrode. Although this does not force the potential to become zero at all the points above the electrode, it does serve to inhibit the spreading of the potential. Thus, the presence of EFI clearly inhibits the spreading of electric potential, thereby minimizing the interference with adjacent units.
In order to test the functionality of the EFI, a comparison experiment between the two RE states-open and closed-is performed in a buffer environment. First, both the CEs in different states are powered at +1.5 V; then, after 15 s, the potential is switched to 21.5 V (Fig. 4(a) ). By applying a positive potential (+1.5 V), the transport and, subsequently, the accumulation of the fluorescent DNA at the CE are observed (Fig. 4(b), 3.20 s) . The fluorescent DNA is detectable at the positive CEs within 1 s and is saturated within 10 s. However, because the RE of the left functional unit is physically disconnected from the source of the electric potential (i.e. it is in the open state), the results observed at both the functional units differ significantly. After applying a positive potential at both the CEs, the right CE starts attracting the fluorescent DNA inside the right functional unit, but the left CE starts attracting the fluorescent DNA both inside and outside the left functional unit. Subsequently, the repulsion of the concentrated fluorescent DNA from the CEs on applying a negative potential (21.5 V) is also observed (Fig. 4(b) , 19.20 s). The concentrated DNA is repelled rapidly from the CEs; the dispersion of the DNA completes within 15 s. Thus, as in the case of applying a positive potential, the results observed in each functional unit differ distinctly. While the DNA repelled from the right CE is trapped by the ground RE, the DNA repelled from the left CE is repelled away from the left functional unit.
To understand these results in more detail, the changes in the relative fluorescence intensities (%) based on the timedependant manner are also numerically analyzed (Fig. 5) . These analyses are achieved by measuring the average values of the relative fluorescence intensities at the CE and RE of each functional unit. Because the fluorescent DNA is dissolved in a 0.56 TBE buffer, the initially measured fluorescence intensities approach approximately 50%. As shown in the graph, the relative fluorescence intensities at the both the CEs increase rapidly and immediately after applying a positive potential. However, after approximately 10 s, no additional increase in the intensities is observed even if the positive potential is continuously applied (Fig. 5(a) ). This means that the DNA is no longer accumulated and therefore is saturated at the CEs. There are several reports about the DNA saturation phenomenon on a positively charged electrode, which were similar to the results observed in this experiment. It is reported that the DNA saturation is caused because the charge of the concentrated DNA molecules countervails the positive charge generated by the electrode such that the electrode can no longer attract additional DNA. 13 Other causes are presumed to be related to the increased DNA diffusion due to the highly concentrated DNA at the CEs and to the pH change caused from the generation of oxygen and proton ions that influence the DNA transport properties.
14 Subsequently, on applying a negative potential, the decrease in the fluorescence intensity at the CE in the closed state is more than that in the open state. This result is expected mathematically, as shown in Fig. 3 , because the movement of the fluorescent DNA induced by the internal denser electric field is stronger and faster. Fig. 5(b) also shows the functionality of the EFI. On applying a positive potential to the CE, the fluorescence intensity at the RE in the closed state decreases, while that of the RE in the open state remains almost constant. These results also support the fact that the CE in the open state attracts the fluorescent DNA both inside and outside the functional unit. Subsequently, after switching to a negative input potential, the fluorescence intensity at the ground RE in the closed state increases immediately because the repelled DNA is trapped and concentrated.
In order to estimate the effect of the height of the microchamber on the functionality of the EFI, three PDMS microchambers with heights of 80, 250 and 500 mm are fabricated and experimentally tested. The trapping phenomenon of the fluorescent DNA is clearly observed in the microchamber with the height of 250 mm. In the case of the microchamber with a height of 80 mm, the fluorescent DNA was not being concentrated at the CE, but was being unexpectedly repelled from the CE, even though the CE was powered at a positive potential (1.5 V). Although the cause of this phenomenon has not yet been proved experimentally and mathematically, it is obvious that the short distance between the CE and PDMS surface influences the DNA concentration at this location. This phenomenon can be attributed to the fact that the positively polarized CE induces a negative charge on the surface of the PDMS and then the dynamic stability of the DNA in the gap between the positively and negatively charged surfaces is reduced such that the DNA is swept away. Furthermore, in the case of the microchamber with a height of 500 mm, the DNA is concentrated at the CE, but the amount of trapped DNA is less than that with the 250 mm high microchamber. This result can be explained with the simulation result shown in Fig. 3(c) . Although the electric potential is excellently isolated near the surface of the functional units, it is not forced to become zero at all the points. As the equipotential contours at both the units are vertically as well as horizontally extended, they merge near the surface of the PDMS. These results suggest that the increase in the microchamber height represses the functionality of the EFI, thereby increasing the level of cross-contamination. Actually, by performing additional experiments to decide the optimum height, it was proved that the differential height of the microchamber influences the functionality of the EFI and the level of cross-contamination (manuscript in preparation). However, there are still a few factors to be considered-the distance between the functional groups, the input potential at each CE, the diameter of the RE and so on; these factors are associated with and influence the functionality of the EFI.
Conclusions
In this paper, we have introduced a novel technique for realizing the isolated and electrophoretic manipulation of DNA molecules with EFI. The functionality of the EFI is demonstrated by simulation and experiment. It is shown that the EFI can be used to inhibit the electric field from spreading to the neighbouring functional units and thus the movement of the charged biomolecules is restricted and isolated inside the selected functional unit. Thus, the EFI can be used to reduce cross-contamination between the selected functional units in a microchamber, which is caused by the free electrophoretic movement of biomolecules. Furthermore, by alternating the connection states of the REs, the incoming and outgoing charged molecules at the selected functional units can be actively controlled. Because of these properties, the EFI can be applied to microfabricated devices and LOC designs and to massively parallel analyses of biomolecular interactions in a microchamber.
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